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Citizens United for Rehabilitation of Inmates (CURE), a grass-roots organization 
representing the rights and responsibilities of inmates and their families, encourages 
successfbl labor force participation, legal employment, and financial responsibility by 
persons while they are incarcerated. Absent demonstrated differences in performance, 
FTC should make no telemarketing rule distinguishing incarcerated employees 
from others. CURE recommends that FTC rules not discriminate against inmates 
as a class or impose any condition on general inmate participation in telemarketing 
not justified by significant empirical evidence. Further, CURE recommends that FTC 
rules not discriminate against inmates by requiring disclosure, except when consumers 
ask. CURE does not oppose, and indeed supports, sanctions against individuals and firms 
whose telemarketing violates the law, invades privacy, or insults normal sensibilities, and 
we support sensible measures screening all telemarketing applicants, monitoring, using 
best available control and function-separation technologies, and remedial actions or 
outright bans for individuals or specific firms found from their actual behavior to 
endanger the public. At the same time, CURE opposes banning any individual or group, 
including inmates, solely on the basis of fears, isolated events, anecdotes, or instances not 
shown characteristic of the group. We particularly object to inmate employment bans in 
telemarketing when failure and fraud rates by inmates are both absolutely unknown and 
not shown to be higher, lower, or more or less severe than civilian rates. Unless 
reasonable reviews of evidence much more clearly show greater rates of fraud, banning 
inmates from telemarketing would be unjustified, discriminatory, and potentially harmful 
to the public as well as to inmates and their families. 

We are all repelled by crime, and our sympathies go to victims of crime and their 
families. But experience teaches that crime and the harms we fear are increased by 
needlessly expelling people from legitimate legal opportunities and leaving them and 
their families to poverty, despair, and to desperate, illegal acts. We also know that 
responsible actions increasing legal employment increase economic growth, serve 
taxpayers and consumers, strengthen families and communities, and reduce poverty, 
inequality, and crime. In the long run, we know that all Americans are best protected 
when people have legal opportunities, hope, and work. 




